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North Community Working Group Meeting 

 
Wednesday, April 22th, 2015, 9 am – 5 pm 

 
Indian River State College: Chastain Campus 

2400 SE Salerno Road 
 Stuart, FL 34997  

 
In person: 

 

NCWG: Andrea graves, April Price, Dana Wusinich-Mendez, Greg Braun, Irene Arpayoglou, Kathy 
Fitzpatrick, David Anderson, Mike Brescher, Brittany Holbrook, Vincent Encomio, Jessica Garland, Butch 
Olsen, Mitch Comiskey, Todd Remmel 

Absent:, Leanne Welch, Lee Shepard, Oliver Green, Peter Friedman, Richard Harvey, Ron Messa, Scott 
Fawcett, Tom Warnke, Lou Romano, Jeff Beal 

FDEP CRCP: Jamie Monty, Meghan Balling, Cody Bliss, Ana Zangroniz, Karen Bohnsack, Lauren Waters, 
Kelly Egan, Jenny Baez (Austin Flynn) 

Facilitator: Ann Weaver  

SEFCRI TEAM/TAC: Brian Walker, James Byrne, Kurtis Gregg, John Fauth 

Public: Amanda Costaregni, Drew Martin,  
 

 Key points are highlighted in yellow  

Action items are highlighted in yellow and will be labeled as Action Item  

Group decisions are highlighted in yellow and will be labeled as Decision 

9:15 AM – Welcome & Meeting Overview 

Meeting Objectives (Ann): 

• Review what the NCWG combined 
• Review RMA’s that were suggested to be archived 
• Review RMA’s that need more information 

o We need new information to go back to SEFCRI Team/TAC 
• Demo of the spatial planning tool to prepare for next meeting 
• Rank place-based RMA’s to use with the planning tool in May/June 

Homework Note: Today we will work on some that need more information but we will not be able to 
finish them all. In order for them to go back to SEFCRI Team/TAC they will need to have more info and 
people will need to sign up for these for them to go back to them. This also includes any that you don’t 
want to be archived.  
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9:20 AM Current Events: 

 

Kurtis G: (showing GIS map) Funded by NOAA core group. Outcomes from projects that some will be in 
the planning tool. Some jurisdictions are looking for areas of priority in the watershed. First step was to 
break the SEFCRI region in to certain areas to tackle the questions. Water goes in to the canal from one 
side and goes out of the water another side. First step showing where the watershed is and moving and 
how the water is moving in the canal system and what inlets the water is moving in/out of. This is 
important because this isn’t necessarily how the water is being managed and this will show us how the 
features being added to the area will improve the water flow and management of the watershed. In 
addition, contractor went through the data and they adjusted the rates of flow for all of the mgmt. 
systems in the canals. This will be important when making recommendations for managing LBSP 
depending on the use of the area. What we need to recommend in the south may be different then the 
north based on this work. Large report that contain everything. This shows, when you have rainfall what 
inlet does this go it go in to under normal conditions. Focused on normal conditions  Group of SEFCRI 
Team/TAC meeting this Friday to tackle where we want to focus the efforts first and where the greatest 
needs are. Information is available in the decision support tool. Meghan can send the summaries to those 
that are interested. Each inlet contributing area is different and not all have been tested. Work also 
identifies where there are gaps in the area. Kurtis will share the outcomes from that meeting.  

 

Dana W: Developed draft RMA’s and they have been through them and are meeting tomorrow to go over 
the final draft tomorrow and perhaps in May have approval from COTF. They are cross checking with the 
OFR RMA’s and in some instances incorporating. Most of their RMA’s are for LBSP and beach mgmt. Final 
document will come out after that. Elected officials for the task force. Open to public. Second Thursday of 
May 1:30-3:30PM can provide address if interested (in Boca). Interest in forming a sub-committee to keep 
going after the RMA’s are developed to follow up with them. Has been asked for a sample resolution 
however COTF is to dissolve after so trying to keep it going. Categories for RMA’s but no vote that they 
will all automatically be in there. If anyone has any input on how to handle that?   

 

Irene A: Found a colony of black coral in shallow water and up north (sharing for a friend).   

 

Kathy F: Lionfish tournament in Jupiter this Saturday 2-tank dive ($45) to hunt lionfish with experts in all 
groups and demonstration of preparing and cooking. Friday night will be educational events to teach 
about hunting them.  
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9:35 AM: Continuation of Meeting Summary (Meghan): 

Presentation Overview: 

April: 

- Finalize combined RMA’s 
- Review RMA’s that are suggested to be archived/more info 
- Survey is closed. Now that info will be used in the planner.  

 
• SEFCRI Team/TAC members are present. Please utilize them when working today. Brian W, Kurtis 

G, James Byrne and John Fauth.  
 

• Review approved work plan:  
1) March/April: focus on feedback and refining RMA’s  
2) May/June: Use spatial planning tool to further support/develop appropriate RMA’s. 

Produce a more refined and comprehensive list of RMA’s to move forward. 
3) July/August: No OFR meetings. 2nd SEFCRI Team/TAC review of the refined RMA’s.  
4) September: First combined meeting with SCWG and NCWG on the 3rd Wednesday of the 

month.  
• New Handouts: 

1) NCWG vs SCWG combination decisions/synthesis documents/RMA PDF’s 
2) RMA’s proposed to be archived and why 
3) RMA’s that need more info  

 
• Place Based SCWG vs NCWG Decision Overview: 

o NMS: both groups decided to group together 
o General Place Based: NCWG wanted to combine the same way but under their NCWG 

instead 
o Specific Place Based: NCWG wanted to combine all under the general MPA RMA except 2 

of them.  

 

10:06 AM Instructions for small group work (Ann): 

• We will begin looking at the NCWG combo suggestions. For the most part they agreed but 
there is still some small work to do.  Fewer RMA’s to work with now so it will be easier to 
make a stronger more refined RMA.  

• Small group will look over the SCWG decisions.   
• Facilitator will report out the progress and decisions of the group. The entire CWG can provide 

comments or feedback regarding decisions.  

 

11:00 AM: SMALL GROUP WORK & REPORT OUT (ADDITIONAL NOTES TAKEN ON SYNTHESIS DOCUMENTS) 
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Enforcement: 

o Land Based Fishing:  Agree to title edits DONE 
o Legal Support: Agree to title edits to both DONE 
o Officer Improvements: Agree to title edit and keeping N-32 DONE 
o Citizen Support: DONE 
o Fishing License: DONE 
o Violation Penalties: N-25 umbrella for combined DONE 
o Agency Coordination: Agree to new title for S-95 DONE 

FDOU: 

o Mooring Buoys: S-2 Umbrella for combined; Develop N-143 separately (agree to title changes) 
DONE  

o Lobster Mini Season: DONE 
o Net Fishing Bans: Does not agree to title edits (additional conversation captured in document). 
o Parrotfish Regs: DONE 
o Artificial Reefs: Agree to title edits DONE 
o Restoring Habitat: Slight edit to new title 

LBSP: 

o Stormwater: Agreed DONE 
o Outfalls: Agreed and new title DONE 
o Fertilizer: Agreed  DONE 
o Plastic Bags: Agreed DONE 

E/O 

o Blue Star: Additional wording needed for the title 
o Funding Sources: Leaving N-3 Separate  
o School Curriculum: Agreed DONE 
o Reporting: Will go back and review later b/c all were SA 
o Invasive: Agreed DONE 

MICCI 

o Mitigation:  
o Certification: Agree DONE 
o Compliance: Disagreement on title edits.  
o Beach Nourish: Agreed  DONE 
o Beach Mgmt: Agree to AR of N-98; Agree to combination but no working title  
o Beach Raking: added details to be incorporated and edited the title 

11:48 AM Review Archive RMA’s 

• They will not be lost but archived. This is the opportunity to keep it in the running. Encourage to 
sign up even if someone else signed up if you really want to keep it.   
 
N-33: Dan Clark  
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o (SCWG) More of a way to monitor a project and provide oversight rather than random 
incidents). Will add information for new intent.  

o (NCWG) Original intent to have towers and to see what is going on with the reef. Archive 
if they aren’t putting towers 

N-34: Archive 
N-38: Archive 
N-54: Archive 
N-64: Tommy Remmel (this was combined with others) 
N-69: (SCWG) Dan Clark/ (NCWG) Greg Braun/ Vincent Encomino/ Kurtis G and John F 
N-71: Angela Smith/Kurtis G  
S-1: Jane Fawcett/Dan Clark/Rebecca Johnson 
S-3: Jane Fawcett/Dan Clark 
S-11: Archive 
S-60: Scott Sheckman/Rebecca Johnson/Howard L 
S-64: (SCWG) Jim B/ (NCWG) Dana W 
S-83: Archive   
S-85: Archive 

o NCWG: Disagree with the comments made but do not know enough to develop tier 1/2.  
S-89: Jane Fawcett 

o James Byrne- Pew currently has a project looking at forage fish.   
S-108: Archive 

o Clarification from Jenny Peterson via email. End result- archive for now and follow up 
12:20 PM LUNCH 

1:00 PM Review RMA’s-More Info (Small group work) 

2:15 PM Public Comment 

Todd Remmel: Related to commercial cast gill nets. St. Lucie inlet preserve this is a huge issue. Gill cast 
nets should need a SPL. Regulations from FWC do not address reporting or loss nets. This could be related 
to N-64. There is also discussion on how much of this is truly commercial.  

Butch O: The numbers are showing more recreational nets. But the RMA addresses both as of 
now.  

Drew Martin: Sierra Club creating an ocean activist club heavily involved with marine reserves. Largest 
concern is the dredging of the ports. The projects are allowed to go on during the nesting season. No 
reason why these projects cannot be completed before March 1st. It is also going on at night which is 
difficult to monitor. It is evident especially in the Miami example that we are failing at monitoring and 
protecting the reefs. There ought to be a way to do this without killing the reefs. They were not doing it 
appropriately. Also, really concerned about the use of plastic. Taught a class where the kid said he was 
encouraged to throw garbage out of their window to keep the car cleaned. Golf courses in Lake Worth 
Lagoon, there is no enforcement or cooperation.  

2:45 PM Marine Spatial Planner Group Demo (Brian): 

• Begin to think about how this can be used for the RMA’s 
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• Feature development process: (feature= items that are currently in the planner) 
o PPT chose original features and then RMA’s and CWG guided the additional 

features that would be placed in the planner through the spatial worksheet.  
o A search was conducted for data for ALL desired spatial features.  

 71 original features; 55 new features; 121 total features (on handout) 
 Some could not be included due to lack of data/other reasons (handout) 
 Please take a look and let them know if there is data available if they 

missed it 
 Cheat sheet for what is provided in the marine planner (handout) 
 Plenty of information for their use  

• Goal of planner and limitations 
o Facilitate stakeholder involvement, organize data from the region, visualize data 

together, visualize spatial options and transparently assess mgmt. alternatives 
and trade-offs. 

• Ways to use planner 
o Filter planning unites by spatial features 
o Draw a design in any mapped area [and get a report of what’s in that area]  
o Get data summaries for any design drawing 

• What can it do? 
o Save time, data for decision making, automate analysis, provide transparency, 

assist in collaboration, easily reproducible results and comparable alternatives.  
• What can’t it do? 

o Make the decisions, replace human collaboration, eliminate the need to make 
tradeoffs between competing objectives, prioritize design options and all 
necessary data.  

• Data Limitations 
o Data may not cover or represent the entire planning unit (spatial aspects) 
o Data collected over a long period of time or older data (temporal aspects) 

Using the Marine Planner (best if used in Google Chrome) 

 Overall Objective: Filter by all of the available criteria, filter it down to what matters to you, and 
then draw figures around proposed areas to focus on and then you can share it with others.  

 Go to upper right [sign in] log in: (first part of email before @ sign); password: (if you do not know 
yours the general one is OFR123.) 

 New “Design” tab now shows up.  
o Filtering will let you set the values  

o Drawings will let you define an area.  
o There are 6 pages separated by feature type (corals, habitat, etc) that you can go 

back and forth between. 
o Go to active tab to turn of the PU base layers (helps visualize the other filtering 

tools you want to select) 
o (i) Button next to filtering feature to give you more information about that layer.  
o You do not always have to have the planning unit box checked unless you want 

to see the immediate visual results. If you know what you want you can make 
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those selections and then check the box to look at everything together OR you 
can see what you’re choosing as you go along.  

o If you want to see the original layers that was based on then check the box under 
the filtering group to click on and off 

o Some of the features (eg. Dense Acer patches) are only presence/absence 
(include/exclude) 

o Anchoring is an “at least” for example if you choose “high” it will include both 
“high” and also “very high” but keep in mind this data (and other data in the 
planner) is limited to the research that has been done.  

o Area’s where there is no data for, how can this still help? Well if you are looking 
for areas that DO include certain data limits, then you can find them.  

o There are some PU that have multiple surveys- this is where the largest value was 
chosen.  

Naming/sharing your filtering designs  

o RMA_Date_Initials (e.g: N133_20150422_CodyB) 
o We really want you to keep this layout so that we can keep track of them and 

when they are being shared. Also, add the full title so that everyone can see what 
it is being designed for.  

o Once it is saved it becomes a different color- eventually they will have a different 
color for multiple designs so you can see them all at once and compare.  

o If you shared there will be an arrow and a door and if you hover you can see who 
you shared it with. An arrow going in to it is someone sharing a design with you. 
You can create a copy of a shared design and edit it. You cannot delete ones that 
are shared with you just ones that you created.  

o Put a filter in it to hide the ones that have been shared with you? 
o If you click on map, it can show you all of the parameters that were used to create 

that layer.  

Creating a drawing with your filters 

o You can create a drawing to outline the area you want (that your previously 
filtered for) and it will attach the PU’s that are up (cursor will change).  

o It will give you a summary of that selected area. You can also drag and change the 
shape of the outline if you decide to change it. 

o Data from summary report will eventually be available in charts to compare.   
o Eventually you will be able to zoom in and print to share a hard copy.  
o Different ways to get to the information of the data layers. The (i) will show you 

a description of the data and where it came from. It can also lead you to the 
metadata.  

o Should have the PDF Tier 1/2 with you to understand the full intent of the RMA 
and look at the spatial worksheet to see what was included and requested. Really 
need to look at each comment that may influence the use of the planner (eg: 
mooring buoys in N. PB and high currents).  
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o Filtering aspect is additive which narrows down your space that you’ve selected. 
(for example you can see dense acer patches and large coral heads together) But 
if you just want to know where things are all together you can use the visualize 
layers too.  

o In the process of creating an instruction sheet.   

Practice Session with N-133: Establish a mooring buoys and anchoring areas 

• Read the Tier 1 &2 PDF’s to get the purpose and the information necessary for the spatial tool 
(feature list, limitations, and specific areas to focus/not focus). 

• Planning unit filtering [new]  
1. Where are they?  

 Existing Mooring Buoys [People]  
 Hard to see so you can go to [active] and turn up the contrast to see easier 
 Shows where they are and how much they are being used from the Barringer 

study. 
2. Where aren’t they?  

 [Management]  select [exclude] to leave out places with mooring buoys. 
3. Where are the coral reefs? [Habitat]  

 Select [percent reef] and choose your scale on the slider bar 
4. Proximity to inlets/artificial reefs. 

  [habitat] select [% artificial substrate] and choose scale on the slider bar 
 Can turn the mooring buoy layer back on to see if there are any there nearby. 

Some are some are not.  
5. Are the Artificial substrate areas w/out mooring buoys being anchored on? 

 [People] and select the anchoring area that is occurring.  
6. Are people using these sites? (OFR survey results) 

 Can select for that and eventually there will be a drop down to give you the 
numbers 

• Save this area you just filtered for 
• Select [drawing] and draw your area where you want it 
• Must save at this point to get a report. The area will change color.  
• You can now put your cursor over it to get a report.  
• The purpose here is to do over again for multiple options and to compare the designs 
• Recreational fishing and diving overlap: if the #’s are more negative than fishing>diving; if more 

positive than Fishing<Diving 
• Can give feedback (goes directly to developers and if appropriate they will forward to Brian).  
• Visual data for estuaries and lagoons are in there but not actual data, they can still help support 

decisions knowing where they are etc.  
  

4:20 PM Review of Place Based RMA to Use the DST  

S-2 in May 
N-146 in June 
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HOMEWORK (Heidi): ACTION ITEM 
 

1. Play around with the marine spatial planner to become familiar with it.  
2. Work on RMA’s you signed up for (archived and need more info) (Read the work and comments 

by SEFCRI in the PDF’s-Cheat sheet doesn’t say it all!) 
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